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To research the sentencing procedure, the following four questions should 
be resolved, First the definition of independence of sentencing procedure, 
which mainly refer to the relationship between sentencing procedure and 
condemnation proceeding, and the effectiveness of sentencing procedure.; 
Second is the mode selection of sentencing procedure. The choice of sentencing 
procedure mode directly influence the way how the trail presents. To propose 
the procedure accordingly we need to investigate the sentencing procedure 
mode abroad, and compare the relatively independent sentencing procedure; 
Third through the research of the unique procedure rules of the sentencing 
procedure, especially focus on the study of its evidence regulation, to sum up 
the rules of sentencing procedure. Fourth designing specific sentencing 
procedure. To realize the microscopic study via the research toward sentencing 
suggestion, sentencing dependence and the victim interaction, etc. In order to 
complete to framework research toward the sentencing procedure. This article 
will conduct the research towards sentencing procedure in six chapters in 
addition to instruction and epilogue. 
Chapter One is "The basic theories of sentencing procedure". To realize 
the independence of the sentencing procedure is the theoretical premise to do 
research. This article will demonstrate that its necessary for the sentencing 
procedure to be independent from condemnation proceeding in the following 
five aspects. I .In the epistemology, there are successively logical order 
between condemnation and sentencing; II.Condemnation proceeding is 
concerned about the general justice while sentencing procedure is concerned 
about the individual justice; III. The bases for sentencing and condemnation are 
different; IV. Substantive rules and procedure rules for the sentencing and 













the condemnation proceeding and the sentencing procedure, etc. After 
demonstrate the independence of the sentencing procedure, the value of 
sentencing procedure is pointed out via the substantive justice and procedural 
justice. Finally, the article retrospects the innovation of the sentencing 
procedure in China, in order to clarify the exploration of the reform process 
toward our sentencing procedure. 
Chapter Two is " The mode choice of sentencing procedure". This chapter 
makes comparison study and theoretical analysis toward the independent 
sentencing procedure mode of the Anglo-American Legal System and the mixed 
sentencing procedure mode of the civil law system. Then investigates the three 
options of sentencing procedure mode in China, and make theoretical analysis 
toward the current relatively independent sentencing procedure mode. 
Chapter Three is "The survey and proof of sentencing evidence". 
"Condemnation activity focuses on criminal fact and then identifies whether the 
specific behavior is criminal or not. The task is relatively clear, and almost 
finished in one time. While what the sentencing activities concerns are from 
various respects of life, which have certain confidentiality and need to be 
resolved repeatedly". This chapter first clarifies the connotation and denotation 
of the sentencing facts, and discusses the collect and survey mechanism of the 
sentencing facts. Finally, demonstrate the the unique proven rules of sentencing 
procedure from certification method, certification responsibility and 
certification standard. 
Chapter Four is "Sentencing suggestion". According to the rule of "No 
charge not accept the case”, Sentencing suggestion is the Initiating system of 
the sentencing procedure, it reflects the defendant sentencing's claim of the 
prosecution authority, it’s the necessary extension of public right. This chapter 
analyzes the nature of the sentencing suggestion using the "role play" theory 
model; Put forward Suggestions for sentencing system lawsuit reform after 
observe the sentencing suggestion system of Anglo-American Legal System and 















Chapter Five is “Sentencing defense”. Sentencing defense is an important 
form for defence to participate in sentencing procedure. This chapter firstly 
defines the nature and basic contents of sentencing defence, and then make 
microscopic analysis towads sentencing defense according to the basic content 
of sentencing defense, put forward improvement suggestion combines our 
current sentencing defense situation. 
Chapter Six is “The involvement of victim in the sentencing procedure.” 
This chapter firstly discusses the Justification of involvement of victim in the 
sentencing procedure,then analyse victim sentencing opinion system and 
reciprocity system of penalty and indemnity for constructing the involvement of 
victim in the sentencing procedure. 
 
Key Words: Sentencing procedure;  Sentencing procedure mode;   Sentencing 
evidence; Sentencing suggestion;  Sentencing dependence;   the participation of 
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